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What is System Architecture?
• “OK I have the requirements …
– … how do I get to a system design?
– I need a system concept!”

• Is that really so simple? … Or? …
• System Architecture is core and specific to SE!
– One technical thing a Systems Engineer can do
that no other role covers
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The Context of System Development is Iterative,
Recursive and there are special cases
•

Let’s align on some points…
•

– In most cases, no production line or
CAPEX (assets)
– Simple morphology: usually a clean
correspondence between features and
requirements, sub-processes,
subsystem and even technology

Most projects and system
development are iterative
– following an adaptive, tailored
approach
•

with few exceptions

– Indicated in the SE Handbook as well as
V-Modell, Agile, etc

•

•

Many types of system and project
– Manufactured goods, installations,
services

Systems Engineering is recursive (sub
.. Systems / levels)
– And so is Architecture!
– Specifications vs Requirements
– System Integrator vs Subsystem
Supplier (perspectives)

Software development is a special
case

•

Today we focus on a semi-general
case and example
– e.g. Instruments
– You can generalize to your area

•

Trust your critical thinking
– More than my (limited) experience 
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Architecture focuses on concept, relations,
development and evolution
• […] the fundamental concepts or properties of a system in its environment
embodied in its elements, relationships, and in the principles of its design
and evolution.
ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 (2011)
and Systems Engineering Handbook 2015 ©INCOSE

• Not necessarily conceptual and “high-level”, can be detailed and specific.
It’s Architecture not Design if..
– Strategic to development or product
– Or has system-level impact

• So how do we build it to be actually useful?
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A specific breakdown helps to develop
System Architecture methodically
Rationale & Evolution
Logical
or Process

Critical
Technology

Composition
or Subsystem

Supporting Information
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Logical Architecture is a good place to start as it
relates to requirements
•

Logical blocks
–
–

•

Functional interfaces
–
–

•

–
–

Evidence on how the processes and interfaces
deliver the desired functions and use cases
E.g. a relation between features and subprocesses, or a workflow for each usecase/story
Traces to Requirements (Stakeholder and
System)

Evolution Tip
–
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Exterior
Internally between processes (flow)

Emergent behaviour
–

•

Distinction main and auxiliary processes
as internal processes, behaviours, states,
functionality, etc.
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If requirements or design input changes, this
is typically the first architecture to review
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Example: Music Playback (Process)
•

Requirement vs. Architecture
–

SELECT
MUSIC

PLAYBACK

FORWARD/
REWIND

STOP/
PAUSE

ADJUST
VOLUME

PREVIOUS/
NEXT

SET
EQUALIZER

•

Black box functional view is about
the use cases:
–

•

STANDBY/
TRIGGER

RETURN TO
STANDBY
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QUERY MEDIA

OUTPUT TO
•connector
•or speakers

READ DATA

Behaviour of system, as a whole,
towards an actor

White box process view:
–

Playback (simplified) – the process:

Use case vs. Internal Processes

Processes needed to deliver this
emergent functionality

The user is not concerned about this
but the engineer must build such a
representation in search for concepts
and solutions.

PROCESS TO
AUDIO
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Technology Choices show feasibility of
processes and bridge over to the subsystems
•

Technology
– Technical application of knowledge
– From applied science to inventions

•

Feasibility:
– Reasons and criteria for the choices and
for eventual re-evaluation
– Evidence that the technologies
implement the functions

•

Trade-offs
– Specified to varying degrees, as
appropriate to clarify, explore and
evaluate

•

Useful tools / techniques
–
–
–
–

Morphological Box / Tables
QFD Quality function Deployment
ANP Analytical Network Process
TRIZ Theory of Inventive Problem
Solving
•
•
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Contradictions and the 40 Principles
Substance-field analysis

Relations
– Bridge between sub-functions and
subsystems
– Interactions (and interference) between
technologies

•

Evolution Tip
– When technology evolves and new
options are available, this is obviously
the first architecture to review
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Example: Music Playback (Technology)
• Media
–
–
–
–
–

Vynil (mechanic)
Cassete (magnetic)
CD (optical)
Memory (e.g. flash SD chip)
Streaming (net)

Given Optical (e.g.):
• Light source and wavelength
– 780nm (CD)
– 650nm (DVD)
– 405nm (Blu-Ray)

• Material of reflective layer?
– Aluminum
– Gold

• Signal Processing / Filter
– SW digital
– Mixed signal
– Analogue

• DC Power supply ?
– Linear
– Switching
– Battery
16 Sep 2020
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Composition Architecture is familiar and
implements via subsystems and interfaces
•

Actual components or subsystems
–
–

•

Interfaces
–
–

•

–
–

A

•
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Everything is simpler the more it approaches
the process and/or technology architecture

Evolution Tip
–

B

E.g. legacy, redundancy, modularity,
configurability, serviceability
E.g. organization structure (Conway’s law..)
Evidence that this layout implements the
function using the chosen technologies

Morphology
–

UI

Between subsystems
To the exterior

Rationale
–

•

Sub-views e.g. schematic, spatial, layers etc.
Not processes though may coincide

When facing challenge with system design,
implementation or integration, subsystems or
interfaces, this architecture is the simplest
starting point for e.g. troubleshooting

C
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Example: Music Playback (Composition)
•

Recognizable parts of e.g. an optical
drive or CD player

•

Some can be further decomposed
into subsystems

•

The lines represent connections i.e.
interfaces between these subsystems
–
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Illustration using three architectures
Photodetector in Pickup module in optical drive
•

(Sub) sub-system:
–

•

Technology:
–

•

16 Sep 2020

Photodiode

Processes
–
–

•

Photodetector in Optical Pickup

Provide Data Signal
Provide Feedback Control Signal

Elegant Synergy!
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Rationale & Evolution are essential to put it all
together and manage the overall evolution
•

Overview
– How it all fits together
– Leading ideas
– Fit to the bigger picture

•

SCALEO
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

• Patterns & common topics
–
–
–
–
–
–
16 Sep 2020

Interfaces
Traces between the 3 Architectures
Risks (and Opportunities)
Enablers and Controls
Variants and Configuration Mgmt.
Versions and Releases

Specific
Comprehensive
Appropriate
Logical
Evolutionary
Optimal

Evolution
– Iterative: Cycle through these three
aspects
– Uncertainty => adaptive
•

requirements, novelty, challenge

– Criteria for confidence and iterate /
freeze

•

Optimal
– Trade-offs or compromises
– Synergies
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Supporting Information is essential to round off
the picture into a meaningful Architecture
• From other areas
– SEMP SE Mgmt. Plan
– Project Plan
– Organization

• Different types can be relevant
– Project: Stakeholders, Resources,
Glossary
– Interaction: Actors, Environment,
Boundaries, Enablers and Controls
– Technical: Risks, Opportunities

16 Sep 2020
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Take-away #1
A possible checklist for System Architecture

Tailor to your needs!

Rational and Evolution (Overview) Think SCALEO
• Specific

Architecture Blocks
• Logical
–

•

Which technologies are critical to those
processes and why?

•

Are there further views useful and worth it?

–

–
–
–
–
–

What else is needed for a meaningful
concept?
From where? (SEMP SE Mgmt. Plan, Proj.
Plan, etc.)
Project: Stakeholders, Resources, Glossary
System Interaction: Actors, Environment,
Enablers and Controls
Technical: Risks, Opportunities

–

•

–
–

What are possible evolutions of the system and
how are they supported?
What technical risks and opportunities need to
be considered and re-evaluated? How often?
What are the confidence criteria for freezing?

Optimal
–
–
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How do the processes, technology and
composition fit together? Why the choices?
Is the structure as simple as possible?

Evolutionary
–

•

How do these concepts fit product strategy and
platforms, team and organization?
How feasible is the concept regarding
technology and operations?

Logic
–

Supporting info

How well does it cover the requirements?
And trace between architectures?

Appropriate
–

•

What detail and sublevels and why?

Comprehensive:
–
–

How is the system composed in parts and
interfaces and why?

Extra aspects
–

•

•

Composition
–

•

–

Technology
–

•

What internal processes does the system do
and why?
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What Synergies and Trade-offs are considered?
Why the particular choices?
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Take-away #2 (Big Sandwich)
A basic iterative model for System Architecture

Possible document items

Rationale &
Evolution

Logical (Processes)
Architecture

• Overview, Leading ideas & How it all fits together
• Fit to the big picture (organization, product platform, etc.)
• Traces between the three aspects (coverage)
• Variants and Configuration Mgmt.
• SCALEO check (Specific, Comprehensive, Appropriate, Logical,
Evolutionary, Optimal)
• Confidence Criteria and Reasoning to iterate / freeze!

Critical Technology
Architecture

Composition
Architecture

Processes and their relations
/ flows

Choice of key
technology/phenomena and
their interactions

Subsystems or components
and interfaces

Evidence of emergent
behavior or that they cover
the requirements/use cases

Evidence of process coverage
and Rationale/Criteria for
those choices

Reasoning for the structure
and evidence of process
coverage

Supporting information
16 Sep 2020

• Project: Stakeholders, Resources, Glossary
• Interaction: Actors, Environment, Boundaries, Enablers and Controls
• Technical: Risks, Opportunities
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Thank You
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Q&A
Let’s put it to the test and
explore some more
examples!
• Dishwasher?
• Car?
• Airport? (SoS)
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